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Accomplishments:
! We examined the results of simulations that injected signals into E7 playground data.

All three DSOs (tfclusters, slope, and power) saw the injected signals. Two of three
(tfclusters and slope) give completely understandable results; one or two mysteries
remain for power. For the ZM waveforms used as a calibration, injected signals were
visible to a range of 1 to 10 pc.

! We worked through the application of a number of possible vetoes on both H2 and
L1, using both absGlitch and Gide.

! Using EventTool, we examined the consequences of applying those vetoes on the list
of triggers generated by three DSOs.

! Formed coincidences between vetoed event lists from H2 and L1. Examined the
results by hand for sensibleness.

! Notes on optimizing thresholds written by Sam Finn.
! The above mean that absGlitch is working, DSOs are working, and that the

EventTool is working!
! Triggered search has been run on simulated GRB times on the playground data.

Injected signals have been detected by the cross-correlation analysis, and the statistics
on off-source events have been examined.

! Taken together, we have worked our way almost all of the way through our pipelines
once. It should be a relatively simple step to make a single number representing the
sensitivity of this (non-optimized) first version of the search of the playground data.

What we wanted to accomplish, but didn’t:
! We had hoped to do the optimization of all adjustable parameters in DSOs and

vetoes, and to have a final design of the pipeline from frame data to scientific
conclusions (i.e. upper limits.)

Issues that came up that need settling:
Immediate:
! Be absolutely certain we know the interpretation of each output field for each DSO.
! Choose which of the many possible trial waveforms we will use for tuning and

calibration of DSOs.

Near to medium term:
! Examine whether we can establish background rates by generating false coincidences

via multiple non-physical time shifts of the same data that we analyze for upper
limits, or whether it is necessary to use different data in order to guarantee statistical
independence.

! Data base tables need revision, or in some cases new tables need to be created:
•  We need to revise the format of the coincident burst table.
•  We need a new table to store triggers from vetoed data.



•  We need a new table to store a complete description of criteria used to generate a
particular pipeline’s run through the data.

! EventTool needs to be able to write to the data base.

Pipeline steps, with open issues:
! Vetoes

•  Choose E7-final veto channels.
•  Design filters, thresholds, and windows.
•  Exercise rational criteria in making the choices above, and document with suitable

graphs and statistics.
! Simulations

•  Ensure understanding of DSO performance, outputs.
•  Tune adjustable parameters, and document choices with suitable graphs and

statistics.
•  Settle remaining mechanical issues in running DSOs:

♦  Ensure that startup transients in filters can be ignored by suitable settling
times and overlaps.

♦  Make launching scripts robust against failure of individual LDAS jobs.
! Clustering:

•  Understand how each DSO does its internal “clustering”.
•  Design explicit clustering step in EventTool, and understand its impact on

downstream analysis.
! Inter-ifo coincidence:

•  Establish window duration.
•  Choose strength-matching criteria.

! Consistency checks:
•  What to do?
•  How to document?

! Extracting upper limit
•  Use simulations to determine efficiency, false rate.
•  Translate calculations to excluded region in rate-strength diagram.

Near-term priorities:
1. Extract first upper limit, a single calibrated number based on the non-optimized work

done so far.
2. Work through all of the proposed veto channels using the standard set of figures, and

determine which veto or combination of vetoes looks most promising for H2 and for
L1.

3. Carry out DSO runs on playground data, both to tune DSOs and to supply candidate
event lists against which veto performance is to be compared.

4. Incorporate vetoes into triggered search, and carry out calibration.
5. Push forward on database enhancements, including EventTool writing capability and

new table design.
6. Start writing technical report on our analysis.


